Problem 4.1: (Response time of PN diodes)

Consider the following PN diode structure and its small signal circuit model:

Assume that the PN diode is strongly forward biased by the DC current source such that the junction depletion capacitance $C_j$ is much smaller than the junction diffusion capacitance $C_d$. So you can ignore $C_j$. Also assume that the junction is asymmetrically doped such that $N_a >> N_d$ and therefore current contribution is entirely from hole injection into the N-side and the diffusion capacitance is also entirely due to the excess charge on the N-side. Assume the short-base limit ($L_p >> W_n$). The goal of this
problem is to figure out the response time of PN diodes and answer the following questions: can one operate the PN diodes at infinitely fast frequencies? If not, then why not?
a) Derive (or rather write down) analytical expressions for the junction diffusion capacitance $C_d$ and the junction differential resistance $r_d$ consistent with the assumptions outlined above.

b) Suppose the small signal current source is sinusoidal, $i_d(t) = \Re\{i_d(\omega)e^{j\omega t}\}$

Therefore, $v_d(t) = \Re\{v_d(\omega)e^{j\omega t}\}$

Find an expression that relates the voltage phasor $v_d(\omega)$ to the current phasor $i_d(\omega)$.

c) At high enough frequencies most devices appear like shorts because capacitances decrease the impedance of the devices. The PN diode is no exception. From the answer in part (b), you will notice that the voltage across the device goes to zero (and the device behaves like a short) in the limit $\omega \to \infty$. Find the frequency $\omega$ at which the square-magnitude of the voltage phasor is one-half of its value at zero frequency. This frequency, called the 3dB frequency or $\omega_{3dB}$, determines the upper limit at which the PN diode behaves reasonably well and does not appear like a short.

d) Using your results in part (a), derive an expression for $\omega_{3dB}$ in terms of the given device dimensions, dopings, diffusion coefficients, etc.

Now we approach the question of the fastest speed at which PN diodes can operate from a very different perspective.

e) Consider a box-maze shown below. Mice enter from one side (left), spend some time roaming around in the maze until they find the exit on the other side (right), and then they exit the box.

If, per second, one mouse enters the box from the left, and on the average each mouse spends 4 seconds in the box trying to find the exit, how many mice are in the box at any given time in steady state?

f) Now generalize: if the rate at which the mice enter the box is $R$, and each mouse spends time $T$ in the box, and the number of mice in the box at any time in steady state is $N$, then how are these quantities related?

g) Now consider the holes which are injected into the N-side in the PN diode at $x = x_n$. The holes diffuse through the N-side, randomly move around, until finally they reach the right metal contact. We need to find the average time $\tau_{p-diff}$ that a hole takes to diffuse through the N-side. This diffusion time, as you might imagine, determines the maximum speed at which the PN diode can operate. Now compare the
problem at hand with the mice problem above. We know the diffusion current due to excess holes at $x = x_n$ in steady state. We also know the total excess hole charge in the N-side in steady state. All that remains to be found is the hole diffusion time $\tau_{p-diff}$. Find an expression for $\tau_{p-diff}$ in terms of the given device dimensions, dopings, etc.

h) Compare the hole diffusion time $\tau_{p-diff}$ found in part (g) to the 3dB frequency $\omega_{3dB}$ found in part (c) and compare them and explain your results.

**Problem 4.2: (A Solar Cell Problem)**

Consider the following solar cell device:

![Solar Cell Diagram]

The IV characteristic of the diode (in the absence of light) are given by the standard diode equation:

$$I = I_o \left( \frac{qV_D}{kT} - 1 \right)$$

where the constant $I_o$ has the value $10^{-9}$ Amps. Assume that that the external quantum efficiency of the solar cell is 100% (i.e. all photons incident on the device per second generate one unit of charge per second in the external circuit when the external resistor $R$ is zero).

You will use the solar cell for light to electrical power conversion. The extracted electrical power is dissipated in the external resistor. Assume for simplicity that all the incident photons have energy equal to $2.4$ eV (this is the energy corresponding to the peak solar radiation spectrum on earth).

As discussed in the lectures, if the external resistor $R$ is too large (i.e. open circuit) no current will flow in the external circuit and the electrical power extracted from the solar cell would be zero. If the external resistor is too small (i.e. short circuit) then again no electrical power will be extracted from the solar cell. Clearly there is an optimal value of the resistor $R$ that will give the maximum light to electrical energy conversion efficiency.

a) Assume that the incident light power $P_{inc}$ is $0.1$ mW. What is the maximum light to electrical energy conversion efficiency and what is the optimal value of the resistor $R$ that gives this maximum value.

b) Now assume that the incident light power $P_{inc}$ is $1.0$ mW. What is the maximum light to electrical energy conversion efficiency and what is the optimal value of the resistor $R$ that gives this maximum value.
c) Now assume that the incident light power $P_{inc}$ is 10.0 mW. What is the maximum light to electrical energy conversion efficiency and what is the optimal value of the resistor $R$ that gives this maximum value.

d) You might have noticed a trend in the power conversion efficiency vs the incident light power $P_{inc}$. Can you explain this trend?

e) Your 3150 friend suggests that if we lower the temperature of the solar cell then it might work better and give higher light to electrical power conversion efficiency. Do you believe your friend? Why or why not? Give physical reasoning.

f) You have been hired by Google-X team to design a highly efficient solar cell for their solar-powered driver-free (self-driving) car. You need to redesign the solar cell discussed in parts (a) through (d) and increase the power conversion efficiency at room temperature. What modifications will you make to achieve this goal? Assume that your modifications do not affect the external quantum efficiency and that it remains at 100%.

Problem 4.3: (NMOS Capacitor with a charged oxide – adapted from a previous exam question)

Consider the MOS capacitor structure shown below.

Unfortunately, as is often always the case, during the microfabrication process the oxide got charged. This means that fixed charged impurity atoms got incorporated into the oxide. The result is that the oxide now has a fixed positive volume charge density $\rho_o$ (C/m$^3$). The gate is N+ silicon with doping $N_d = 10^{19}$ 1/cm$^3$. The substrate doping is $N_a = 10^{16}$ 1/cm$^3$.

a) Find the value of the built-in potential $\phi_B$.

Next step is to find the depletion region thickness $x_{do}$ in equilibrium ($V_{GB} = 0$). The electric field in the semiconductor can be obtained just as in the handouts:

$$\frac{dE_x}{dx} = \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_s} = -\frac{qN_a}{\varepsilon_s}$$

$$\Rightarrow E_x(x) = \frac{qN_a}{\varepsilon_s} (x_{do} - x)$$

The potential in the semiconductor follows from the field:

$$\frac{d\phi(x)}{dx} = -E_x(x) = -\frac{qN_a}{\varepsilon_s} (x_{do} - x)$$

$$\phi(x) = \phi_p + \frac{qN_a}{2\varepsilon_s} (x_{do} - x)^2$$
Things begin to change (from what is in the handouts) when we consider the field and the potential in the oxide.

b) Find the field everywhere in the oxide.

c) Sketch the field in the semiconductor and the oxide paying due attention to the boundary conditions.

d) Using your result in part (b), find the potential everywhere in the oxide.

e) Sketch the potential in the semiconductor and the oxide paying due attention to the boundary values of the potential in the bulk and in the gate, and indicate the numerical values of these boundary values on your sketch.

f) Find an expression for the depletion region thickness $x_{do}$ in equilibrium.

For the following parts assume $V_{GB} \neq 0$.

g) Find an expression for the flatband voltage $V_{FB}$. Flatband voltage is defined as the value of $V_{GB}$ for which there is no charge (of any sort) in the semiconductor. Notice how the flatband voltage depends on the oxide charge density $\rho_o$.

h) Find an expression for the gate charge surface charge density $Q_G$ under flatband condition. Is it zero?

i) Sketch the field everywhere under flatband condition.

j) Sketch the potential everywhere under flatband condition.

k) Find an expression for the gate charge surface charge density $Q_G$ for $V_{GB} < V_{FB}$.

l) Find an expression for the depletion region thickness $x_d$ in the depletion regime; $V_{TN} > V_{GB} > V_{FB}$.

m) Find an expression for the gate charge surface charge density $Q_G$ in the depletion regime; $V_{TN} > V_{GB} > V_{FB}$.

n) Find an expression for the threshold voltage $V_{TN}$ in terms of the flatband voltage $V_{FB}$. If you did everything correctly, you will observe that the effect of the oxide charge density $\rho_o$ have been absorbed in the definition of the flatband voltage and $\rho_o$ does not explicitly appear in the expression for the threshold voltage.

o) How much has the threshold voltage $V_{TN}$ shifted as a result of the oxide charge density?

p) Find an expression for the gate charge surface charge density $Q_G$ in the inversion regime; $V_{GB} > V_{TN}$.
Problem 4.4: (Mystery MOS Capacitor – previous exam question)

Consider the following MOS capacitor structure:

![MOS Capacitor Structure Diagram]

The type of the MOS structure is unknown (whether NMOS or PMOS). A graduate student decides to measure its capacitance vs gate-to-bulk voltage and obtains the following results:

The student concludes that the oxide got contaminated with charged impurities. If one models the charged impurities as a uniform charge density \( \rho_o \), find the sign and magnitude of the charge density \( \rho_o \).

a) What is the flatband voltage?
b) What is the threshold voltage?
c) What is the oxide thickness?
d) What is the substrate type (N or P)?
e) What is the substrate doping (in 1/cm³)?
f) The student accidentally leaves his MOS device uncovered at night and exposed to moisture and impurities. When he comes back in the morning and measures the device again he obtains, to his horror, the following curve:

![Capacitance vs Gate-to-Bulk Voltage Diagram]
Problem 4.5: (A Symmetric SOS Capacitor – previous exam question)

Consider the following symmetrically doped SOS (semiconductor oxide semiconductor) capacitor structure. The thickness of the oxide is 100 Angstroms. Note the depletion regions shown in the figure.

a) Assuming V=0, sketch the electrostatic potential in equilibrium from one metal contact to the other. Label your sketch. Indicate important potential values.

b) Assuming V=0, sketch the electric field in equilibrium from one metal contact to the other. Label your sketch.

c) What is the built-in potential \( \phi_B \) for this structure?

d) What is the thickness of each depletion region (indicated in the Figure)?

e) Suppose a voltage bias is now applied (V>0). At what value of V will the surfaces of the semiconductors, at \( x = -t_{ox}/2 \) and \( x = +t_{ox}/2 \), invert (i.e. an inversion layer will form)? Indicate the inversion layer charge (i.e. either due to holes or electrons at \( x = -t_{ox}/2 \) and \( x = +t_{ox}/2 \).